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ENERGY SEARCH ENGINE METHODS AND
SYSTEMS
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS

[0001] Any and all applications for which a foreign or
domestic priority claim is identi?ed in the Application Data
Sheet as ?led with the present application are hereby incor

porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57.

tion, receiving in a substantially continuous way a measure

ment of ambient conditions, and comparing the measurement
of actual energy consumption with a target energy consump
tion to calculate a substantially continuous energy perfor
mance assessment, wherein the target energy consumption is
based at least in part on the measurement of ambient condi

tions. The method further comprising receiving in a substan
tially continuous way a measurement of facility occupancy
and usage, wherein the target energy consumption is based at
least in part on the measurement of ambient conditions and

This disclosure relates generally to evaluating

facility usage. In one embodiment, receiving in the substan
tially continuous way the measurement of ambient conditions
comprises receiving the measurement of ambient conditions

energy performance of a building, a building system, and/ or a
collection of buildings locally or over a large geographic area.

tially continuous energy performance assessment comprises

BACKGROUND

[0002]
[0003]

Existing energy and greenhouse gas measurement

and veri?cation protocols rely on walk around and observe
audits that are de?ned in, for example, International Stan

dards Organization (ISO) 50001, American Society of Heat

ing,

Refrigerating

and Air-Conditioning

Engineers

(ASHRAE) Level 1 audits, ASHRAE Level 2 audits, and the
like. These rely on static analytics and do not produce accu
rate results.

at least every 15 minutes. In one embodiment, the substan

comparisons occurring at least every 15 minutes of the mea
surement of actual energy consumption with the target energy

consumption.
[0009]

Certain embodiments relate to a method to dynami

cally assess energy ef?ciency. The method comprises obtain
ing a minimum energy consumption of a system, receiving in
a substantially continuous way a measurement of actual

energy consumption of the system, and comparing the mini

[0004] Another example of existing energy protocols is the

mum energy consumption to the measurement of actual

US. EPA’s Energy Star® program. The Energy Star® pro

energy consumption to calculate a substantially continuous
energy performance assessment. The system can be at least

gram has developed energy performance rating systems for
several commercial and institutional building types and
manufacturing facilities. These ratings, on a scale of l to 100,
provide a means for benchmarking the energy ef?ciency of

speci?c buildings and industrial plants against the energy
performance of similar facilities of the same space type,
based on a national average. A rating can be generated for
ratable space types based on building attributes, such as

square footage, weekly operating hours, and monthly energy
consumption data. The Energy Star® ratings rely on static
analytics, estimates, and forecasting, and do not produce
accurate results and can be dif?cult to verify.
[0005] As a result of the lack of accurate and consistently

reliable measurement and veri?cation standards, false claims
of carbon credits, Negawatts (energy saved as a result of
energy conservation or increased ef?ciency), and other
energy reductions are being made. Further, the lack of accu
rate and consistent energy assessment makes it dif?cult to

accurately determine the bene?t of corrective actions to
equipment and systems, to normalize energy conservation
investments, to calculate paybacks from energy conservation
investments and retro?ts of buildings, and the like.
SUMMARY

[0006]

There is a need to dynamically assess the energy

one of a building envelope, a building, a zone within a build

ing, an energy subsystem, a facility, a group of buildings in
near proximity to each other, a geographically diverse group

of buildings, and the like.
[0010] In an embodiment, comparing the minimum energy
consumption to the measurement of actual energy consump
tion comprises at least one of comparing in a substantially
continuous way a theoretical minimum energy consumption
of the system to the measurement of actual energy consump
tion to determine a theoretical energy ef?ciency for the sys
tem, where the theoretical minimum energy consumption is
based at least in part on the theoretical performance limit of

system components, comparing in a substantially continuous
way an achievable minimum energy consumption of the sys
tem to the measurement of actual energy consumption to
determine an achievable energy ef?ciency for the system,

where the achievable minimum energy consumption is based
at least in part on speci?cations for high energy ef?cient
equivalents of the system components, and comparing in a
substantially continuous way a designed minimum energy
consumption of the system to the measurement of actual
energy consumption to determine a designed energy ef?
ciency for the system, where the designed minimum energy
consumption is based at least in part on speci?cations for the

sustainability of a facility, i.e., how well it is using its energy,
and identify wasted energy that is consistent and accurate.

system components.

[0007]

dynamically assess energy usage. The method comprises
obtaining an expected energy usage for a building having
installed building systems and a load pro?le, receiving in a
substantially continuous way measurements of actual energy

Embodiments relate to an energy search engine

using dynamic analytic algorithms based at least in part on,
but not limited to one or more of smart meter data, other

sensor data, sub-metered energy measurement data, weather

[0011]

Certain other embodiments relate to a method to

data, gas data, utility rate schedules, basic facility informa

consumption after an installation of at least one energy

tion, such as, for example, the direction (north, south, east or

improvement measure for the building, establishing an
energy usage for the building with the load pro?le based at

west) that the building faces, total facility square footage,
occupant scheduling, facility use, and the like to dynamically
assess the energy sustainability of a facility.
[0008] In accordance with various embodiments, a method
to assess energy usage comprises receiving in a substantially
continuous way a measurement of actual energy consump

least in part on the measurements received after the installa
tion of the at least one energy improvement measure, and
determining an impact of the at least one energy improvement

measure. The method further comprises quantifying the
effectiveness of the at least one energy improvement measure
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

by determining at least one of a payback calculation, a pay
ment of an incentive, a valuation of real property, and a carbon

offset used in carbon trading. The installed building systems
can comprise at least one of an HVAC system, a lighting
system, at least one plug load, a data center system, a water

heating system, and the like. Installed energy improvement
measure can comprise installing a renewable energy system,

retro?tting equipment, commissioning, load shifting, load
shedding, installing energy storage, and the like.
[0012] According to a number of embodiments, an appara
tus to dynamically assess energy usage of a system comprises
computer hardware including at least one computer proces

sor, and computer readable-storage comprising computer
readable instructions that, when executed by the computer
processor, cause the computer hardware to perform opera

tions de?ned by the computer-executable instructions com
prising obtaining a minimum energy consumption of a sys
tem, receiving in a substantially continuous way a
measurement of actual energy consumption of the system,
and comparing the minimum energy consumption to the mea
surement of actual energy consumption to calculate a sub

stantially continuous energy performance assessment.
[0013] The computer-executable instructions further com
prise at least one of comparing in a substantially continuous
way a theoretical minimum energy consumption of the sys
tem to the measurement of actual energy consumption to
determine a theoretical energy ef?ciency for the system,
where the theoretical minimum energy consumption is based
at least in part on the theoretical performance limit of system
components, comparing in a substantially continuous way an
achievable minimum energy consumption of the system to
the measurement of actual energy consumption to determine
an achievable energy ef?ciency for the system, where the
achievable minimum energy consumption is based at least in

part on speci?cations for high energy ef?cient equivalents of
the system components, and comparing in a substantially
continuous way a designed minimum energy consumption of
the system to the measurement of actual energy consumption
to determine a designed energy ef?ciency for the system,
where the designed minimum energy consumption is based at
least in part on speci?cations for the system components.
[0014] The system can comprise at least one of a building,
a building envelope, at least one building system, a zone

within the building, a data center, and the like. Receiving in
the substantially continuous way the measurement of actual
energy consumption of the system can comprise receiving the
measurement of actual energy consumption at least every 15

minutes. The substantially continuous energy performance
assessment can comprise comparisons occurring at least
every 15 minutes of the minimum energy consumption to the
measurement of actual energy consumption and at least one
of a gas energy carbon footprint, an electrical energy carbon
footprint, an estimate of wasted energy, an energy rating, an
energy ef?ciency, and a power index.

[0015] For purposes of summarizing the disclosure, certain
aspects, advantages and novel features of the inventions have
been described herein. It is to be understood that not neces

sarily all such advantages may be achieved in accordance
with any particular embodiment of the invention. Thus, the

[0016] FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of a system to
assess and optimize energy usage for a facility, according to
certain embodiments.

[0017] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary schematic diagram
of an energy management system, according to certain
embodiments.
[0018] FIG. 3 is a ?ow chart of an exemplary energy search
engine process to assess the amount of energy used for cool

ing and the amount of excessive cooling affected, according
to certain embodiments.

[0019] FIG. 4 is an exemplary substantially continuous
excessive cooling performance assessment, according to cer
tain embodiments.
[0020] FIG. 5 is a ?ow chart of an exemplary energy search
engine process to assess energy usage, according to certain
embodiments.
[0021] FIG. 6 is a ?ow chart of an exemplary energy search
engine process to dynamically assess energy ef?ciency,
according to certain embodiments
[0022] FIG. 7 is a ?ow chart of an exemplary energy search
engine process to quantify the effectiveness of energy

improving measures, according to certain embodiments.
[0023] FIG. 8 is an exemplary substantially continuous
energy performance assessment, according to certain
embodiments.

[0024] FIG. 9 is an exemplary continuous yearly key per
formance indicator assessment, according to certain embodi
ments.

[0025] FIG. 10 is an exemplary continuous monthly key
performance indicator assessment, according to certain
embodiments.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] The features of the systems and methods will now be
described with reference to the drawings summarized above.
Throughout the drawings, reference numbers are re-used to
indicate correspondence between referenced elements. The

drawings, associated descriptions, and speci?c implementa
tion are provided to illustrate embodiments of the inventions
and not to limit the scope of the disclosure.
[0027] Embodiments of an energy search engine use
dynamic energy related data to determine how well a facility

is using energy and to identify wasted energy. Further

embodiments dynamically guide building system adjust
ments to reduce energy waste, and verify the results of such

actions. For example, contemporary heating, ventilation, and
air conditioning (HVAC) systems use a combination of
chilled coolant or chilled water, evaporative coils, forced air
ducting, and hot water intermixed to provide comfort and

fresh air to occupants of buildings. To provide this comfort,
many building HVAC systems waste energy by simulta

neously heating and cooling building air by relying on static
factors and no external information to dynamically adjust the
various HVAC components.
[0028] In one embodiment, a combination of dynamically
varying factors are evaluated to dynamically adjust HVAC or

other building systems for optimum occupancy comfort, low

invention may be embodied or carried out in a manner that

est energy use, lowest tariff cost, and lowest GHG emissions.
These factors include, but are not limited to, natural and

achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages

environmental factors, occupant factors, utility tariff factors,

as taught herein without necessarily achieving other advan

and GHG emission factors. For example, outside tempera
tures near a building vary hourly throughout the workday and

tages as may be taught or suggested herein.
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evening. Throughout the day, the sun heats different aspects
of the building which creates a variable heating component.
As occupants move in and out of rooms and in and out of the

building during the workday, their heat load contribution,
fresh air requirements, occupant comfort requirements, and
energy use via lighting, computers, and other of?ce equip
ment or industrial processes in the building vary.

[0029] The energy search engine incorporates at least one
of these dynamic variables in energy modeling algorithms to
provide, for example, one or more of benchmarking energy
use, comparing required energy use and costs to wasted

energy use and costs, dynamically guiding building system
adjustments, verifying the results of such actions, and deter
mining an optimum size of alternate electric energy systems,
such as solar, wind, fuel cells, and the like to generate energy

for the building.
[0030] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary schematic diagram
of a system 100 to dynamically assess and optimize energy
usage for an energy subsystem of a facility, the facility or a
network of facilities 104. Facilities 104 can comprise one or

more buildings, residences, factories, stores, commercial
facilities, industrial facilities, data centers and the like, one or
more rooms, one or more of?ces, one or more zoned areas in

a facility, one or more ?oors in a building, parking structures,

typically electricity or power, gas, thermal mass (hot or cold
air, people), and solar irradiance. The electrical energy can be
generated from traditional fossil fuels, or alternate forms of

power generation, such as solar cells, wind turbines, fuel
cells, any type of electrical energy generator, and the like.
Ambient weather conditions, such as cloudy days, or time of
day, such as nighttime, may be responsible for radiant energy
transfer (gains or losses).
[0035] The facility 104 comprises measurement devices
1041) con?gured to measure actual energy usage in real time.
For example, sensors, such as wired and/ or wireless sensors
and/or sensor systems, can measure kilowatt hours and

energy spikes of electrical energy used to power the lighting
system, to power the air compressor in the cooling system and
to heat water for lavatories, cubic feet of gas consumed by a
heating or HVAC system, amount of air ?ow from compres
sors in the cooling or HVAC system, and the like. The sensors
can comprise current sensors, voltage sensors, EMF sensors,
touch sensors, contact closures, capacitive sensors, trip sen
sors, mechanical switches, torque sensors, temperature sen
sors, air ?ow sensors, gas ?ow sensors, water ?ow sensors,
water sensors, accelerometers, vibration sensors, GPS, wind
sensors, sun sensors, pressure sensors, light sensors, tension

stadiums, theatres, and the like, one or more systems, sub
systems, and/or components 10411, a zone within the building/

meters, microphones, humidity sensors, occupancy sensors,
motion sensors, laser sensors, gas sensors (CO2, CO), speed
sensors (rotational, angular), pulse counters, and the like.

facility 104, a building envelope, and the like, locally or
geographically remote.
[0031] The network of facilities 104 can comprise, for

[0036] The facility 104 further comprises control systems,
such as, for example, load shedding relays, load shifting

example, a geographic area, facility owner, property man

ager, campus, weather pattern, climate zone, facility activity

type, facility total square footage, facility occupied square
footage, volume of facility free space, facility schedule, facil
ity activity levels (e.g. production quantities, number of stu
dents, etc.), utility company, applicable utility rate schedule,
source of energy, type and size of local generation systems,
type and size of local alternative energy systems (e.g. thermal

solar, thermal storage, energy storage, etc.), type of construc
tion material used, type of energy systems used, model of

energy systems used, facility design speci?cations, required
air changes, measured air changes, type of energy manage
ment system installed, model of energy management system

installed, performance of any existing energy management
system, applicable energy codes, applicable energy regula
tions, applicable energy standards, applicable greenhouse gas
emissions codes, applicable greenhouse gas emissions regu
lations, applicable greenhouse gas emissions standards,
energy service company servicing the facility, energy con

sulting ?rm servicing the facility, and the like.
[0032] Examples of the systems, subsystems and/or com
ponents 10411 include but are not limited to fans, pumps,

motors, chillers, lights, heaters, heat exchangers, blowers,

relays, Energy Management Systems (EMS), Building Man
agement Systems (BMS), and the like, to control energy
consuming and energy saving components of the facility 104.
For example, one or more controllers can raise or lower

automatic blinds, shut off/reduce heating or cooling in an
HVAC system in the entire or just one room of the facility 104,

switch usage of electricity from conventional generation to
electricity generated by alternate forms, such as wind or solar,
and the like.

[0037]

The system 100 comprises an energy search engine

102 and a user interface 108. In an embodiment, the energy

search engine 102 is a cloud computing system based in a
network 110, such as the Internet 110, as illustrated in FIG. 1.

[0038]

In other embodiments, the energy search engine 102

is not a cloud computing system, but receives and transmits
information through the network 110, such as the Internet
110, a wireless local network, or any other communication
network. In an embodiment, the energy search engine 102 is
hosted in a device located inside the facility 104. The device
acquires sensor data and/or smart meter data directly from
existing sensors and smart meters 10419. The device receives

weather information, utility rate schedules, utility pricing
information, grid usage information, BIM information, and

electric valves, air conditioning equipment, compressors,

other via RF broadcast signals. The device calculates locally

heat pumps, HVAC systems, lighting systems, motors, water

the energy performance, actionable information and commu

heating systems, plug loads, data/Telco, variable air volume

nicates control signals to local relays 104c, energy systems
and other systems.

devices (VAV), gas systems, electrical systems, mechanical
systems, electromechanical systems, electronic systems,
chemical systems, and the like.
[0033] The facility 104 and/ or building 104 in the following
discussion refer to the facility, its systems, subsystems, com
ponents, and/ or a network of facilities as described above.

[0034]

Energy entering the facility 104 can be of many

forms, such as, for example, thermal, mechanical, electrical,
chemical, light, and the like. The most common forms are

[0039]

The user interface 108 allows a user to transmit

information to the energy search engine 102 and receive
information from the energy search engine 102. In an
embodiment, the user interface 108 comprises a Web browser
and/or an application to communicate with the energy search
engine 102 within or through the Internet 110. In an embodi
ment, the user interface 108 is associated with a display and a
user input device, such as a keyboard.
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[0040] The energy search engine 102 receives energy usage
information from the measurement devices 1041) measuring
energy usage of the systems, subsystems, and components
1040 of the facility 104 in a substantially continuous way. The
measurement devices 1041) deliver data output that can

include but is not limited to electric energy consumption data,
natural or renewable gas data, air temperature data, air ?ow

data, air quality data, building occupancy data, building zone
level occupancy data, water data, environmental data, and
geographic data, and the like. This data can be derived from
individual circuits, critical components within the building

[0044] In an embodiment, substantially continuous com
prises within a length of time or not to exceed a length of time
which occurs at regular intervals. In another embodiment,

data received in a substantially continuous way comprises
data that is received within a de?nite length of time marked
off by two instances. In other words, data received in a sub
stantially continuous way is data that is received at regular
time intervals, where the time interval does not exceed a

pre-de?ned time interval. In another embodiment, the time
interval is approximately within a pre-de?ned time interval.

buildings 104 or wherever motors are used for industrial or

In another embodiment, the time interval is based at least in
part on the type of information received. For example,
weather can be received substantially continuously every
hour, smart meter information can be received substantially
continuously every 15 minutes, and grid load can be received
substantially continuously every time interval which does not

manufacturing processes are used to gauge the health of

exceed an hour.

104 or its zones, or those systems that externally serve a

building or group/network of buildings. In another embodi
ment, additional measurements of vibration, temperature,
sound from critical motor components, and the like within
motor and equipment functions within the facility 104.
[0041] Further, the energy search engine 102 receives in a
substantially continuous way dynamic data relating to energy
usage from one or more of a Building Information Modeling

(BIM) 106, a power grid 112, a utility company 114, building
management 116, and an environmental service 118. For
example, the BIM 106 can provide, but is not limited to

speci?cations for the systems, subsystem, and components
104a installed in the facility 104, speci?cations for the sys
tems, subsystem, and components with a higher energy rating
that could have been installed in the facility 104, and the like.
The power grid 112 can provide, but is not limited to a

dynamic gridresponse to renewable energy sources, plug-ins,

projected grid demand, grid load information, energy supply
capacity, and the like. The utility company or other sellers of
energy 114 can provide, but are not limited to utility rate

tariffs, real-time energy pricing, price bids, and the like. The
building management 116 can provide, but is not limited to
facility and zone level scheduling of the facility 104, occu

pancy information, system status information (e.g. open
doors, open windows, open shutters, etc.), and the like. The
environmental service, such as a weather service, can pro

vide, but is not limited to dynamic weather data for the loca

tion of the facility 104, projected weather for the location of
the facility 104, sever weather alerts, geographical factors,
and the like.

[0042]

[0045] Further, in an embodiment, providing substantially
continuous energy assessment comprises providing the
energy assessment within a pre-de?ned time interval, not to
exceed a pre-de?ned time interval, or the like. Further yet,
controlling in a substantially continuous way to optimize
energy usage comprises sending commands to the control
systems 1040 or the like within a pre-de?ned time interval.
Again, the time interval is based at least in part on the speci?c

system being controlled. For example, the energy search
engine may direct the facility 104 to shed or redistribute
power at an interval not to exceed 5 minutes, while directing
the blinds to raise or lower at an interval not to exceed 2 hours.

[0046]

In certain embodiments, substantially continuous

time intervals comprise one of time intervals not to exceed 1
minute, time intervals not to exceed 5 minutes, time intervals
not to exceed 15 minutes, time intervals no to exceed 1 hour,
time intervals not to exceed 1 day, and time intervals not to
exceed 1 week.
[0047] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary block diagram of an

embodiment of the energy search engine 102. The energy
search engine 102 comprises one or more computers or pro
cessors 202 and memory 204. The memory 204 comprises

modules 206 including computer-executable instructions,
that when executed by the computer 202 cause the energy

search engine 102 to analyze the energy data and provide the
substantially continuous energy assessment metrics. The
memory 204 further comprises data storage 208 including

The energy search engine 102 analyzes the static

one or more databases to store the dynamic and or static data

data and the dynamic data received in the substantially con
tinuous way and provides a substantially continuous energy
assessment. Examples of the substantially continuous energy

by the modules 206 to analyze energy usage and provide

assessment include but are not limited to reports, benchmark

results, energy performance assessments for the facility 104,
network of facilities 104 or any of its systems, subsystems,
and components 104a, site energy carbon footprint, source
energy carbon footprint, source energy assessment, building

and systems commissioning strategies, lighting strategies,
data center and Telco strategies, water performance assess
ment, gas performance assessment, energy retro?t assess
ment, renewable energy assessment, and the like.

[0043]

In an embodiment, the energy search engine 102

transmits commands to the control systems 1040 to control
the systems, subsystems, and components 10411 to reduce or
optimize the energy usage of the facility 104. In an embodi

ment, the energy search engine 102 controls the systems,
subsystems, and components 10411 in a substantially continu
ous way.

energy usage assessments.

[0048] The computers 202 comprise, by way of example,
processors, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Sys
tem on a Chip (SOC), program logic, or other substrate con

?gurations representing data and instructions, which operate
as described herein. In other embodiments, the processors

202 can comprise controller circuitry, processor circuitry,
processors, general-purpose single-chip or multi-chip micro
processors, digital signal processors, embedded micropro
cessors, microcontrollers and the like. The memory 204 can

comprise one or more logical and/or physical data storage

systems for storing data and applications used by the proces
sor 202. The memory 204 can further comprise an interface

module, such as a Graphic User Interface (GUI), or the like, to
interface with the user interface 108.

[0049] In one embodiment, the energy search engine 102
calculates a score re?ecting the energy performance of the
facility 104. In an embodiment, the score is a weighted aver
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age of one or more metrics that are calculated based at least in
part on one or more energy variables. Examples of energy

where energy sourced by the utility is energy that is purchased
from the utility company. The energy generated on site (lo

variables include, but are not limited to the time history of the

cally) is energy generated by local energy generation systems

energy (power, water, gas) consumed by the facility, the car
bon equivalent of energy used at the site, the carbon equiva

as solar PV, wind turbines, fuel cells, gas powerplant, etc. The
energy stored on site is energy that is purchased from the

lent of the energy generated at the source, the time history of

utility or generated locally but is stored at the time of purchase

the ambient weather conditions, the facility activity type, the
facility total square footage, the facility occupied square foot

batteries, compressed air, pumped water, thermal storage, etc.

age, the volume of free space in the facility, the facility sched

ule, the facility activity levels (e. g. production quantities,
number of students, and the like), the location of the facility,
the applicable utility rate schedule, the output of any existing
local (or on site) generation systems, the output of any exist
ing local alternative energy systems (e.g. thermal solar, ther
mal storage, energy storage, and the like), the potential for
local renewable generation, the potential for local alternative
energy systems, the type of construction material used, the

type of energy systems used, the facility design speci?ca
tions, required air change, measured air changes, the type of
energy management system installed, the performance of any
existing energy management system, data from any existing
energy, environmental and security monitoring systems, and
the like.
[0050] The facility 104 and/ or building 104 and/ or sub

or generation for later use in energy storage systems such as

If the energy storage systems are discharging, then the sign of
the stored energy in the equation above is negative. Each of
the components in the equation above can be measured, cal
culated or estimated.

[0055]

In an embodiment, the energy score and metrics can

be proportional to the energy performance of a facility rela
tive in a speci?c time period compared to its performance in
a base period. In an embodiment, the base period is one year.
[0056] In an embodiment, the metric can be proportional to

the composition of source energy (solar PV, utility power, fuel

cell, solarthermal, gas generator, energy storage, etc.) relative
to an optimum composition of source energy for a facility,
given the measured, calculated or estimated energy usage of

the facility, the type of systems in the facility, the facility
schedule, the facility location, the ambient weather condi
tions, and the like.

systems 104a refer to one or more of the facility, its systems,

[0057]

subsystems, and components, multiple buildings comprising

limited to the facility electric energy use index (kar/ft2), the

the facility located locally or remotely, and a network of
facilities in the following discussion.

demand index (kw/ft2).

In an embodiment, the metrics include but are not

facility gas use index (therms/ft2), and the facility electric

calculated based on historical energy data for the past week,

[0058] In an embodiment, the metric can be proportional to
the equivalent greenhouse gas emissions of the energy used at

month, quarter, year or longer time period.

the facility 104, proportional to the energy generated using

[0051]

In an embodiment, the score or energy metrics are

[0052] In an embodiment, data from one time period is used
to back?ll data missing from another time period. For
example, if the data for February of 2012 is missing, then it
can be back?lled using the following:

where X1 is the average workday energy consumption for
January 201 l , X2 is the average workday energy consumption

for January 2012, and Y1 is the 15-minute, hourly, daily, or
weekly energy consumption for workdays in February 2011,
and Y2 is the 15-minute, hourly, daily, or weekly energy

consumption for the corresponding workdays in February
2012. The above method can be used to back?ll missing

energy data for off days.
[0053] In another example, the same missing data for Feb
ruary 2012 can be back?lled using the following:

where X1 is the average workday energy consumption for
January 201 l , X2 is the average workday energy consumption
for January 2012, Z 1 is the average workday energy consump
tion for March 2011, Z2 is the average workday energy con

sumption for March 2012, and Y1 is the 15-minute, hourly,
daily, or weekly energy consumption for workdays in Febru
ary 2011, and Y2 is the 15-minute, hourly, daily, or weekly
energy consumption for the corresponding workdays in Feb
ruary 2012. The above method can be used to back?ll missing

energy data for off days.
[0054] In an embodiment, the energy used by the facility is

calculated using the following equation:
Energy UsedIEnergy Sourced by the Utility+Energy
Generated on Site—Energy Stored on Site

local renewable energy systems, proportional to the energy

generated using alternative fuel systems (e.g. hydrogen fuel
cells, or the like), proportional to the use of alternative energy

systems, proportional to the ratio of energy used during off
hours to the energy used during work hours, proportional to
the ratio of energy used during work days to the energy used
during off days, proportional to the minimum rate of energy

consumption during a period of time (day, month, year, etc.),
proportional to the simultaneous heating and cooling that
may be occurring in the facility 104, or the like.
[0059] In another embodiment, the metric can be propor
tional to the correlation between energy used for heating

energy and heating requirements, proportional to the correla
tion between the energy used for cooling and the cooling
requirements, proportional to the estimated, calculated, or
measured energy used for heating divided by the amount of
heating affected, proportional to the estimated, calculated or
measured energy used for cooling divided by the amount of

cooling affected, and the like. Heating requirements, cooling
requirements, amount of heating affected, or the amount of
cooling affected can be calculated using, but not limited to
one or more of the following: ambient weather, ambient envi

ronmental conditions, desired internal temperature, ventila
tion rates, outside air circulation, recirculation rates, recircu
lated air, energy consumed by loads inside the facility 104,
heat generated by other sources inside the facility 104, heat
entering or leaving the facility 104 through mass or thermal
transfer, and the like. In one embodiment, the heating degree
hours, a difference between ambient temperature and supply
air temperature inside the facility for each hour, can be used as

a measure of affected heating (heating kWhr/degree heated).
In another embodiment, the cooling degree hours, a differ
ence between the ambient temperature and the supply air
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temperature inside the facility 104 for each hour, can be used
as a measure of affected cooling (cooling kWhr/degree

cooled).
[0060] In another embodiment, the required heating

[0067]

In an embodiment, the metric can be proportional to

the time history of the number of air changes, proportional to
the fraction of outside air introduced to the facility, propor
tional to the fraction of return air recirculated, where return

enthalpy hours, a difference between ambient enthalpy and a
target temperature and humidity inside the facility, can be

air is air that is exhausted from the facility using exhaust fans,
proportional to the air quality inside the facility, proportional

used as a measure of required heating. In another embodi

humidity inside the facility, can be used as a measure of

to facility peak demand and the load duration curve, which
represents the time spent at each power level from the lowest
demand to the peak demand, proportional to the level of
compliance of the facility 104 or any of its subsystems 10411

required cooling.

with one or more of existing and/ or future energy regulations,

ment, the required cooling enthalpy hours, a difference
between ambient enthalpy and a target temperature and

[0061] In another embodiment, the affected heating
enthalpy hours, a difference between ambient enthalpy and
supply air enthalpy inside the facility for each hour, can be
used as a measure of affected heating (heating energy kWhr/

k] heated). In another embodiment, the cooling enthalpy
hours, a difference between the ambient enthalpy and the

supply air temperature inside the facility 104 for each hour,
can be used as a measure of affected cooling (cooling kWhr/

K] cooled).
[0062] FIG. 3 is a ?ow chart of an exemplary energy search
engine process 300 to assess the amount of energy used for

cooling and the amount of excessive cooling affected. For
example, the amount of energy used for cooling during work
days during a year can be estimated from the pro?le of total
energy used during the year. The interval energy (energy
consumed at regular intervals, typically 15 or 30 minutes, or
any other regular interval) for a 12 month period is used. At
blocks 310 and 312, the average energy and average cooling

degree requirement, respectively, for each time interval dur
ing work days is calculated for each month.
[0063] At block 314, the minimum energy pro?le for work
days in calculated and at block 316, the average energy used
for cooling is calculated as the difference between the energy

pro?le and the minimum energy used during workdays.
[0064]

At block 318 to block 324, the minimum energy

required to cool the facility by one degree is estimated for
each time interval during workdays. At block 326, the mini
mum energy needed for cooling during the year is calculated
from the results of blocks 322 and 324.
[0065] At block 328, the amount of energy used for exces
sive energy, i.e. the amount of energy wasted due to excessive

cooling is estimated. At block 330, the energy pro?le for the
year is calculated assuming the cooling and heating systems

standards, codes, speci?cations and guidelines, and the like.
[0068]

In another embodiment, the metric can be propor

tional to the level of energy demand reduction or load shed

ding initiated in response to a request from the grid or utility.
The energy demand reduction can be calculated relative to a

baseline that is adjusted for one or more of the following

factors: ambient weather conditions, ambient environment

conditions, changes in facility schedule, changes in facility
activity, changes in facility occupancy, and the like. In an
embodiment, the projected energy demand reduction for the
facility 104 can be calculated by estimating the amount of
energy that will be used for cooling as described above and
assuming that a certain percentage of the cooling energy will
be reduced.
[0069] In a yet further embodiment, the metric can be pro

portional to the change in energy consumption of the facility
104 or any of its energy subsystems 104a compared to an

energy baseline, an energy benchmark, a computed energy
usage, an estimated energy usage or a projected energy usage.
[0070] In an embodiment, an energy baseline can be calcu

lated for any measured or calculated metric, and correlated

with ambient weather conditions, facility usage, and facility
schedule. The calculated baseline can be used to project the

value of the metric given projections of ambient weather

conditions, facility usage, facility schedule, or changes in
energy systems.
[0071] In an embodiment, the metric can be proportional to
the cost of total energy used at the facility 104, proportional to
the cost of gas energy used at the facility, proportional to the
cost of energy used at the facility 104 from renewable energy
sources, proportional to the cost of energy used at the facility
104 from alternative energy sources, proportional to the total

are at their peak ef?ciency all year long. The process can be

cost to generate the energy at the source, proportional to the
cost of delivering the energy from the source to the facility
1 04, proportional to the total cost of electric energy used at the

repeated for time intervals during off-days.

facility 104, proportional to the peak electric energy demand

[0066] FIG. 4 is an exemplary substantially continuous
excessive cooling performance assessment 400. The perfor

costs at the facility 104, proportional to the electric energy
consumption costs at the facility 104, proportional to the
avoided energy consumption costs, proportional to the

mance assessment 400 is a topographical map of the facility
104 showing estimated excessive cooling energy for an aver
age hour throughout the day in each month for a year. The

excessive cooling is estimated by considering the load inside
the building and the cooling requirement from the ambient
weather, as described in FIG. 3. For example, the perfor
mance assessment 400 indicates total cooling costs being
estimated at $1 17,000, with $75,000 in overcooling between
10 AM and 3 AM, and $19,000 in overcooling between 3 AM
and 10 AM. Overcooling is estimated at $96,000, being up to
76% of the cooling costs. In an embodiment of the perfor

avoided peak demand costs, or the like.
[0072] In another embodiment, the metric can be propor

tional to the energy consumed in the facility 104, proportional
to the total energy that can be delivered to the facility 104,
proportional to the total energy that can be generated in the
facility 104, proportional to the total energy that can be

reduced in the facility 104, proportional to the reliability of
the sources of energy to the facility 104 and the total uptime
of one or more of the facility’s energy sources, proportional to

the power quality (e.g. power factor, total harmonic distor

mance assessment 400, color can be used to indicate energy

tion, energy in harmonic frequencies, voltage spikes, voltage

intensity, where brighter shades of a color indicate greater
energy intensity and darker shades of the color represent

drops, power surges, etc.) of the power in the facility 104 or
any of its energy subsystems 104a, proportional to number of
megawatts (MW) or megawatt-hours (MWhr) avoided as a

lighter energy intensity (or vice versa).
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response to an energy emergency, or the like. An example of
such avoided energy is the load shed as part of a utility’s

Demand Response program.

shutters associated with the facility 104 can change with time
and can be received in a substantially continuous manner.

[0080] At block 514, the process 500 obtains a target energy
consumption of the facility 104 based at least in part on the
ambient conditions. Target energy consumption can be a cal
culated energy consumption based on baseline performance,

[0073] In another embodiment, any of the metrics can be
calculated every year, month, week, day, hour, or in a sub
stantially continuous manner.
[0074] In a further embodiment, any of the metrics can be

desired environmental conditions inside the facility (tem

calculated in the cloud-based server 102 and can be offered as

perature, humidity, air quality, etc.) projected facility sched

a subscription-based service.

ule, projected facility usage, and projected weather condi

[0075] FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 are ?ow charts of exemplary search
engine processes to actively process energy consumption

tions . Average facility energy consumption at a given ambient
condition and facility usage level can be calculated based on
historic data. This average can be set as a target for the facility
when similar weather and facility usage are anticipated.

data, environmental data, and building use data, examples of
which are described above, in a plurality of time frames,
including real time, to provide one or more of the metrics

related to the minimum energy required by the facility 104
and its critical subsystems 10411 for a unique geographic
location, use, environment, and occupancy associated with
the facility 104, examples of which are described above.
[0076] In other embodiments, the energy search engine
algorithms provide energy and sustainability ratings for com

mercial, municipal, campus, state, and federal buildings.
Another embodiment provides carbon footprinting of build
ings and facilities. Yet another embodiment evaluates the

value of real property by evaluating its energy consumption
and effectiveness and ef?ciency of installed systems and
components. A further embodiment evaluates the instant
demand response, load shedding, load shifting, and addi
tional local generating potential of buildings, facilities, cam
puses and their systems. A yet further embodiment guides and
evaluates actionable energy ef?ciency and demand response

improvement measures, equipment retro?ts, and commis
sioning strategies. In an embodiment, the technology enables
compliance with legislated energy ef?ciency mandates and

goals.
[0077] FIG. 5 is a ?ow chart of an exemplary energy search
engine process 500 to assess energy usage for the facility 104.

The facility 104 and/or building 104 and/or subsystem 104
refer to one or more of the facility, its systems, subsystems,

and components, multiple buildings comprising the facility
located locally or remotely, and a network of facilities in the

following discussion. Beginning at block 510, the process
500 receives substantially continuous measurements of
actual energy consumption of the facility 104. In an embodi
ment, the process 500 receives measurements related to the

[0081] At block 516, the process 500 compares the mea
surement of the actual energy consumption with the target
energy consumption for the facility 104, and at block 518, the
process 500 calculates a substantially continuous energy per
formance assessment based at least in part on the comparison
of the measurement of the actual energy consumption with

the target energy consumption.
[0082]

Metrics found on the performance assessment can

include but are not limited to one or more of total gas and

electric current energy costs per square foot of the facility

104, baseline electric energy rating, peak electrical energy
rating, gas energy rating, ef?ciency of heating gas use, simul
taneous heating and cooling, nighttime power index, week
end power index, EMS scheduling, full time loading, an over

all performance assessment, energy wasted annually, range of
estimated energy wasted annually, cost to produce energy at
the source, cost to deliver energy to the facility 104, waste as
a percent of total energy used, cost of annual gas and electric

energy wasted annually, electrical energy carbon footprint,
gas energy carbon footprint, total energy carbon footprint,
target energy usage in cost per square foot of the facility 104,
annual energy savings target, historical electricity and gas
usage, historical monthly peak demand for electricity, histori
cal energy map showing annual energy usage versus the time
of the day the usage occurred, wasted heating based on a

comparison of heating requirements and the actual energy
used for heating, simultaneous heating and cooling based on
an estimated energy used for cooling during business hours
and an estimated energy used for heating during business
hours, wasted cooling during business hours based on a com

parison of relative cooling required during business hours and

actual energy consumption of the facility 104 from the mea
surement devices 1041). Examples of the measurements of
actual energy consumption are smart meter readings, electric
meter readings, gas meter readings, current measurements,
facility energy variables as described above, and the like.

parison of relative cooling required during non-business

[0078] In another embodiment, receiving substantially

peak reduction, energy savings recommendations, energy

continuous measurements comprises receiving measure
ments at least every 15 minutes. In another embodiment,

receiving substantially continuous measurements comprises
receiving measurements at least every 5 minutes. In a further

embodiment, receiving substantially continuous measure
ments comprises receiving measurements at least every 1
hour.

[0079]

At block 512, the process 500 receives substantially

continuous measurements of ambient conditions. For

an estimated energy used for cooling during business hours,
wasted cooling during non-business hours based on a com

hours and an estimated energy used for cooling during non

business hours, cooling degree hours, heating degree hours,
source planning, energy source investment payback includ

ing but not limited to fuel call, grid tied solar, thermal storage,
battery-based peak shedding, and utility based on electric
utility data, gas utility data, National Oceanic and Atmo
spheric Administration (NOAA) weather data for the facility
104, and the like.
[0083]

In another embodiment, the metric can be propor

tional to the level of compliance with one or more energy

humidity, cloud coverage, UV index, precipitation level,
evaporative transpiration (ET) number, weather forecast, and

standards, such as, for example, ISO 50001, LEED Silver,
LEED Gold, LEED Platinum, and the like.
[0084] In another embodiment, the metric can be propor
tional to the cost of bringing the facility to compliance with

the like. In another example, the status of doors, windows, and

one or more energy standard.

example, the energy search engine 102 can receive weather

reports including the outside air temperature, outside air
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kW or energy costs 8) that can be realized by bringing the

[0095] At block 630, the process 600 compares the mini
mum energy consumption to the measurement of the facility
energy consumption in a substantially continuous way. Com

facility to compliance with one or more energy standard.

paring at block 630 comprises comparing the theoretical

[0086] In another embodiment, the metric can be propor
tional to the absolute ef?ciency of the energy subsystem or

minimum energy consumption to the measurement of the

[0085]

In another embodiment, the metric can be propor

tional to the energy savings (in consumption kWhr, demand

facility energy consumption at block 632, comparing the

facility 104. The absolute ef?ciency of the energy subsystem

achievable minimum energy consumption to the measure

104 can be the ratio between the measured, calculated or

ment of the facility energy consumption at block 634, and
comparing the designed minimum energy consumption to the
measurement of the facility energy consumption at block 63 6.
[0096] At block 640, the process 600 calculates a substan
tially continuous energy performance assessment for the

estimated energy consumed by the subsystem 104 and the
energy the subsystem 104 wouldhave consumed if it operated
at the theoretical limits of the subsystem 104.
[0087] In another embodiment, the metric can be propor
tional to the achievable ef?ciency of the energy subsystem or

facility 104. The achievable ef?ciency of the energy sub
system 104 can be the ratio between the measured, calculated
or estimated energy consumed by the subsystem 104 and the
energy the subsystem 104 wouldhave consumed if it operated

at the highest ef?ciency achievable by such subsystems 104.
[0088]

In an embodiment, the metric can be proportional to

the design ef?ciency of the energy subsystem or facility 104.
The design ef?ciency of the energy subsystem or facility 104
can be the ratio between the measured, calculated or esti

mated energy consumed by the sub system 104 and the energy
the subsystem 104 would have consumed if it operated per the

manufacturer’s design speci?cation.
[0089]

In an embodiment, the metric can be proportional to

the savings realized (consumption kWHr, demand KW,
energy costs in 8) if one or more energy subsystems is oper

ating at its theoretical, absolute, or design ef?ciency.
[0090]

FIG. 6 is a ?ow chart of an exemplary energy search

engine process 600 to dynamically assess energy ef?ciency

for the facility 104. Energy search engine algorithms analyze
measured energy data versus computed minimum required

energy to provide, for example, energy ef?ciency ratings,
energy consumption pro?les, energy load factors, critical
component assessment, and life cycle analysis of critical
components.
[0091]

Beginning at block 610, the process 600 obtains a

minimum energy consumption for the facility 104.
[0092] Obtaining the minimum energy consumption at
block 610 comprises obtaining the theoretical energy con

facility 104. Calculating the substantially continuous energy
performance at block 640 comprises determining a theoreti
cal energy ef?ciency at block 642, determining an achievable
energy ef?ciency at block 644, and determining a designed
energy ef?ciency at block 646.
[0097] For example, the absolute or theoretical ef?ciency
metric for a fan can be calculated from a measurement, esti
mation or calculation of one or all of the following: fan

upstream pressure, fan downstream pressure, ?ow tempera
ture, fan speed, mass ?ow rate through the fan, volumetric
?ow rate through the fan, and/ or energy consumed by the fan.

The fan’s absolute ef?ciency is then calculated by dividing
the energy consumed by the energy that should have been
consumed by the fan if it operated at its theoretical ef?ciency
under the same conditions of up stream pressure, downstream

pressure, fan speed, ?ow temperature, volumetric ?ow rate, or
mass ?ow rate through the fan.

[0098]

In another example, the achievable ef?ciency metric

for a fan can be calculated from a measurement, estimation or

calculation of one or all of the following: fan upstream pres

sure, fan downstream pressure, ?ow temperature, fan speed,
mass ?ow rate through the fan, volumetric ?ow rate through
the fan, and/or energy consumed by the fan. The fan’ s achiev
able ef?ciency is then calculated by dividing the energy con
sumed by the energy that should have been consumed by the

highest performing fan available operating under the same
conditions of upstream pressure, downstream pressure, fan
speed, ?ow temperature, volumetric ?ow rate, or mass ?ow
rate through the fan.

[0099]

In a further example, the design ef?ciency metric for

sumption based at least in part on models of the installed

a fan can be calculated from a measurement, estimation or

building systems, subsystems, and components 10411 at block

calculation of one or all of the following: fan upstream pres

612. In an embodiment, obtaining the minimum energy con

sure, fan downstream pressure, ?ow temperature, fan speed,
mass ?ow rate through the fan, volumetric ?ow rate through

sumption comprises obtaining a theoretical energy consump
tion based at least in part on ideal models or the theoretical

limits of the installed building systems, sub systems, and com
ponents 104a.

[0093]

Obtaining the minimum energy consumption at

block 610 further comprises obtaining an achievable mini
mum energy consumption based at least in part on speci?ca

tions for high energy ef?ciency equivalents of the installed
building systems, subsystems, and components 10411 at block
614 and obtaining a designed minimum energy consumption

the fan, and/or energy consumed by the fan. The fan’s design
ef?ciency is then calculated by dividing the energy consumed
by the energy that should have been consumed by the fan
operating per the manufacturer’s design speci?cations under
the same conditions of upstream pressure, downstream pres
sure, fan speed, ?ow temperature, volumetric ?ow rate, or
mass ?ow rate through the fan.

[0100] In another example, the theoretical ef?ciency of a
facility envelope on hot days can be calculated assuming a

based at least in part on speci?cations and cumulative loads

perfectly insulated facility envelope that blocks all radiant

for the installed building systems, subsystems, and compo

heat transfer into the facility 104, all convective heat transfer
into the facility 104, and all in?ltration of mass in and out of
the facility 104. The heat generated in the facility 104 is

nents 10411 at block 616.

[0094]

At block 620, the process 600 receives substantially

continuous measurements of the facility energy consump
tion. In an embodiment, the measurements are provided by
the measurement devices 1 04b. In another embodiment, mea

calculated from a measurement, estimate, or calculation of

the energy consumed in the facility 104, such as indoor light

ing, plug load, heating gas, etc., and the heat generated by

surements are calculated. In a further embodiment, the mea

occupants and processes in the facility 104. The heat removed

surements are estimated.

from the facility 104 can be calculated from a measurement,
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estimate, or calculation of the difference between enthalpy of

received before the installation of the energy improvement

the ventilation and cooling air leaving the envelope and the
enthalpy of the ventilation and cooling air entering the enve

measures. In an embodiment, establishing the baseline before

lope. The facility 104 can be assumed to be at constant oper
ating temperature. For a perfectly insulated envelope at a
constant internal temperature, the heat removed from the

facility 104 is equal to the heat generated in the facility 104.
The envelope ef?ciency on a hot day can be calculated as the

ratio of the heat generated in the facility 104 divided by the
heat removed from the facility 104.
[0101] In a further example, the design ef?ciency of a roof
top packaged HVAC unit can be calculated by measuring the

installation comprises obtaining an expected energy usage for
the facility which has installed systems, subsystems, and
components 1040, and a load pro?le. The baseline is estab

lished by recording the energy performance of the facility
over a period of time, e.g. 3 months or 1 year. Multiple
baselines can be calculated, such as for night hours on work

days, morning hours on work days, afternoon hours on work

days, night hours on off days, morning hours on off days,

enthalpy (temperature, humidity and ?ow rate) of the air

aftemoon hours on off days.
[0107] Different types of baselines can be calculated,
including, but not limited to total energy consumption

entering the HVAC system (fraction of return air+fraction of
outside air), the enthalpy of the air leaving the HVAC system
(supplied to the facility 104) and the energy consumed by the
HVAC system. The energy consumed by the HVAC is divided

(kWhr), electrical energy consumption (kWhr), electrical
demand (kW), gas consumption (therms), energy used for
lighting (kWhr), demand due to lighting (kW), energy used
for cooling (kWhr), demand due to cooling (kW), and the

by the [enthalpy of air entering the HVAC—enthalpy of air

like. Baselines can also be normalized with ambient weather

leaving the HVAC] to yield a measured coef?cient of perfor
mance (COP). The measured COP is then divided by the
design COP speci?ed by the HVAC manufacturer at the given
HVAC load and the resulting ratio comprises the design ef?
ciency of the HVAC system.

conditions, cooling degree hours, heating degree hours, facil

[0102] FIG. 7 is a ?ow chart of an exemplary energy search
engine process 700 for demand side analysis. In one embodi

ity usage levels, facility occupancy, etc. For example, the
baseline of energy consumed (kWhr) during morning hours
on work days, could be the average consumption during
morning hours for all workdays of a certain segment or entire

segment of the baseline calculation period. The consumption

ness of energy improving measures, such as rating the energy

baseline can be normalized to cooling degree hours by divid
ing the average consumption for each of the morning hours on
work days with the average cooling degree hour for each of
those hours.
[0108] At block 716, the process 700 compares the bench
mark with the baseline established before the installation of

ef?ciency and carbon footprint of the facility 104 and/or any

the at least one energy improvement measure.

ment, the energy search engine 102 matches varying demand
side load requirements to supply side generating and grid
capability to establish relative value energy pricing.

[0103] The exemplary process 700 quanti?es the effective
or all of its systems 104a (individually or collectively) to

determine opportunities to introduce energy ef?ciency, install
retro?ts, commission facilities for monitoring based commis

sioning (MBCx), retrocommissioning (RCx), continuous
commissioning, and the like, and provide peak reduction and
demand response strategies and actions.
[0104] Beginning at block 710, the process 700 obtains an
energy usage benchmark for the facility 104. In an embodi
ment, the energy usage benchmark is an energy usage point of
reference across a network of facilities that share something
in common against which the energy usage of the facility 104
may be compared. For example, the benchmark could be one
of an Energy Star® rating, historical energy use of the facility

1 04, energy performance of buildings in a speci?c geographic

[0109]

At block 718, the process 700 receives substantially

continuous measurements of actual energy consumption for
the facility 104 after installation of at least one energy
improvement measure. In an embodiment, the measurements
are obtained from the measurement devices 1041).

[0110] Examples of energy improvement measures are, but
not limited to, installing a renewable energy system, retro?t

ting equipment, commissioning, load shifting, load shedding,
installing energy storage, installing LED lighting systems,
installing variable frequency drive (VFD) systems, installing
new windows, installing new wall insulation, replacing inef
?cient boilers, upgrading the insulation of hot and cold water

pipes, installing economizer systems, installing evaporative
cooling systems, adding circulation fans, changing the loca

area, energy performance of buildings of a certain size,
energy performance of buildings of a certain activity, energy
performance of buildings with a certain type of cooling tech
nology, energy performance of buildings with a certain type

tion of supply and return ventilation air ducts, installing pool
covers, installing thermal storage systems, installing shades
and awnings, and the like.

of heating technology, energy performance of buildings with

[0111] At block 720, the process 700 establishes a second
baseline based at least in part on the measurements of actual

a certain type of construction material, energy performance of
buildings with a certain brand and model of EMS, energy
performance of buildings with a certain energy certi?cation,
energy performance of buildings with a certain energy rating,
energy performance of buildings with a certain local energy
source (e.g. solar PV), or the like.
[0105] At block 712, the process 700 receives substantially
continuous measurements of actual energy consumption for
the facility 104 before installation of energy improvement
measures. In an embodiment, the measurements are obtained

from the measurement devices 1041).
[0106] At block 714, the process 700 establishes a ?rst
baseline of energy usage for the facility 104 based at least in
part on the measurements of actual energy consumption

energy consumption received after the installation of the
energy improvement measures. In an embodiment, establish

ing the baseline after installation comprises obtaining an
energy usage for the facility which has installed systems,
subsystems, and components 1040, and a load pro?le.
[0112] At block 722, the process 700 compares the ?rst
baseline established before installation of the at least one
energy improvement measure with the baseline established
after installation of the at least one energy improvement mea
sure.

[0113] At block 724, the process 700 compares the bench
mark with the baseline established after installation of the at
least one energy improvement measure.

